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If that sounds rather like an airport lounge, that’s probably deliberate. ” 

Virgin website, under the section Margin Hotels” sums up the company’s 

vision saying that Virgin Hotels will be a place where guests feel ownership, 

where they can be themselves (with a few delights and surprises sprinkled 

in! ) and where they can’t wait to come back. ” Especially business travelers 

are supposedly returning customers, not only to Just the hotel, but to/from 

other services the Virgin Group offers. 

The Virgin Hotels website affirms that the brand intends to capitalize “ on the

Virgin brand’s global appeal and cosmopolitan fan base” to significantly 

enhance their marketing promotion, most probably with “ flight+hotel” 

packages. 

The official Income: considering that Virgin is offering not only the 4 star 

hotels, but also luxury, “ Limited Edition” packages, the company definitely 

targets the higher-income segment of the market. Depending on the type of 

marketing communications, we could identify what consumer responses in 

different ways. 

Virgin Hotels’ website states that Margin Hotels’ marketing efforts are 

strongly rooted in digital, CRM and public relations. Leveraging Virgin’s 

global brand awareness to rate collaborative marketing strategies with its 

other companies will allow Virgin Hotels to quickly garner brand awareness 

in the hotel industry in a fraction of the time it would take another new hotel 

brand. Digital marketing is at the core of our marketing strategy as it 

achieves the most optimal revenue results while providing the highest ROI. 
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We place a large amount of resources against creating the best in class 

websites, SEE/SEEM efforts, email and mobile marketing, social media, and 

visually engaging content. 

Understanding our customer all the way through is vital to our marketing 

campaigns s we strive to provide meaningful, and contextual offers as well 

as personalizing their stay by knowing their preferences. Our CRM will be 

centered on bringing in new ambassadors for the Virgin Hotels brand as well 

as introducing it to the 65 million Virgin consumers worldwide. 

Virgin Hotels will immediately align itself with the over 8 million Virgin 

Atlantic, America and Australia frequent flyers converting them into frequent

hotel guests through preferred offers and status. ” Therefore I believe 3 

sample questions – which could be asked at website registration before 

booking a hotel stay or a flight – could be the following: 1. Would you like to 

receive offers from other Virgin Group companies? “. A selection of the single

companies could be offered to the user, for him/her to select. 

2. “ What is your preferred way of contact? “. Sms/Email/Post… 

3. What is your preferred truculence tot contact . CTR (Click-Through-Rate) 

tot the links offered in a promotional email is a good way of understanding 

the customers’ response and specific interests. 2. Consider Virgin’s Vision 

and Brand Personality. 

A. Explain how this relates to the marketing strategy for Virgin Hotels. B. 

Explain how the following two (2) factors will be emphasized in the 

marketing treated for Virgin Hotels: ; Benefits ; Features I believe Sir Richard 
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Abrasion’s desire to offer great value for money is reflected in his intention 

to integrate Virgin’s frequent flier program members into the hotel project. 

Not only Virgin Hotels will acquire a huge consumer database, but it will also 

give consumers a great way to save money through combined offers. 

However, I think the “ give customers good value and high quality’ policy 

collides a bit with their targeted consumer, who is “ the high income, well-

educated, metropolitan ‘ creative class'”. What if you are not wealthy and 

stylish? As for the willingness to be perceived as always creative and 

innovative, I am sure Sir Richard Brannon will come up with many other 

ideas along his career. 

For example, in 2005 he commissioned a study about energy drinks (Virgin 

Vibe). Such product would target young males who are into sports and video 

games (I. E. : Redouble). 

The competition from other brands was probably too high, and at the end 

Virgin decided not to proceed with Vibe, but this gives an idea of the kind of 

marketing strategy the company has decided to pursue: products for young, 

cosmopolitan fan base, attracted by the brand’s global appeal. Being more 

specific, I believe benefits will be highly emphasized in the marketing 

strategy for Virgin Hotels. 

So far, only integration with Virgin’s frequent flier program has been 

announced, but I am sure there will be another program for hotel customers 

only (although nowadays it’s difficult not to think that someone is staying at 
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a hotel without any flight, ever). Special promotions from Virgin partner 

companies will be launched as well (I. 

E. : Book a spaceflight and get week stay at one of our hotels for free), 

lotteries among users of other Virgin services (I. . : get a Virgin SIMI card by 

the end of the month and win a stay at one of our hotels). 

The Virgin Group is so big that the possibilities for Joint marketing 

promotions are nearly endless. 

As for the hotels features, press doesn’t say much about the construction of 

the Virgin Hotel Chicago, but from what Internet reports 3. Consider Virgin’s 

Customer Needs Orientation. A. Explain how the following might influence 

the behavior of customers (Think about both current and potential Virgin 

customers): ; The Australian culture ; A person’s family ; The economy ; 

Brand loyalty Time constraints b. 

List at least three (3) other individual, social and/ or little intenseness that 

might affect consumer behavior. Provide an example for each. 

The Australian culture and the attitude of saving money Australians have can

match really well the “ good value and high quality’ customer orientation. 

The latest Roy Morgan Air Travel Survey reports that “ 86% of domestic 

business travelers polled in July 2013 said they were ‘ satisfied’ or ‘ very 

satisfied’ with Virgin Australia, compared to 77% two years earlier at a time 

when Virgin was still a low-cost carrier. 

Satisfaction or Santa, however, has declined from 88% in July 2011 to 82% in

July 2013. ” If Virgin behaves with the same high-satisfaction standards with 
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its hotel business, I am sure it will have great success here in Australia. A 

person’s family can influence his preference for Virgin Hotels. The press 

doesn’t say much about the services the hotels are going to offer, but if the 

Virgin Hotels provide great services for kids (baby sitting, guarded play 

rooms and swimming pool, special activities for children, etc. 

), a family with one or more kids will surely consider staying at a Virgin Hotel 

for their holiday. 

But if the Hotels are more focused on the “ smart and stylish” crowd, 

probably this will attract young couples with no children, business travelers, 

etc. In these difficult times, economy impacts everyone’s lives, and we are 

now all more expense-conscious than 5 years ago, when the financial crisis 

hit. I believe the “ good value and high quality’ customer orientation of Virgin

Hotels is a win-win situation both for Virgin and the customers. 

Brand loyalty can influence the behavior of customers. Consumers who shop 

by price will tend to look for bargains, making Virgin Hotels eels stand out 

(especially if combined in a flight+hotel package). 

Also, Virgin intends to massively promote its hotels through digital 

marketing. I believe that creating brand awareness requires such a huge 

investment in advertising and other marketing activities that Virgin’s 

competitors can only match after much time has elapsed, making Virgin’s 

task to get new loyal customers a bit easier. Also, I believe Virgin has the 

strength (and budget) to reinforce promotional messages over and over 

again. Also positive comments and recommendations by the first Virgin 
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Hotels customers wrought blobs and social networks will have a huge 

importance in getting Virgin Hotels more customers. 

Time constraint can surely influence customers. Let’s assume Virgin Hotels 

offers great deals on weekend stays: this will keep business customers away,

which is exactly what Virgin doesn’t want. Therefore I believe the firm will 

concentrate its efforts in affordable, sunlight rates along business days. 

Consumer behavior can also be influenced by: – Psychological factors such 

as the size of the hotel: Virgin plans to acquire 150-400 room properties, 

which may be considered too big by someone who prefers quieter ND more 

private places to stay; – Social factors: Virgin Hotel Chicago has announced 

Rooftop bar and clubhouse. 

If these become THE places to be in the city, customers will flock; – Some 

other ethical doctors can intelligence customers: we know that Virgin NAS a “

employee trendily’ policy. Some customers may choose to book at a Virgin 

Hotel because he knows that no workers are underpaid or harassed, etc. 

4. Recommend a focus of appeal that addresses the needs of the target 

consumer. Outline how this appeals: ; To individual, social and/ or lifestyle 

influences, and ; To the motives that influence decision-making 
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